Cygnet
The Experience
Cygnet Gin: A thousand years in the making
Be a part of Welsh History and immerse yourself in a Gin
Masterclass with a ‘Cygnificant’ difference. You’ll be entertained and
educated, in the very first live micro-distillery in South Wales to
create, bottle & sell its own gin from the premises.
Choose your package & enjoy a little bit of Gin history, a delightful
offering of food at the beautiful Juniper Place, and a lot of
fun along the way!

Experiences Available
The Cygnet Masterclass
£37 pp
The Cygnet Experience
£60 pp
This is our legacy
This is our history
This is your gin

All experiences are based on a minimum of four people

The Cygnet Masterclass
Have a guided tour of Cygnet Distillery at 1, York Street Swansea.
Get taken through the Cygnet Gin making process and shown everything, from
how the mixing, blending & bottling process works, to how Cygnet gets on the
shelves.
• Escorted in to Juniper Place, the restaurant next door
to the distillery and home of Cygnet Gin
• Dine from our Light Bites & Bar Menu
• Guided Gin tasting with Master Distiller where you’ll
taste three gins and a gin cocktail (to see how the gin
applies itself for a great tasting cocktail)
• Named certificate marking the completion of the Cygnet Masterclass at Juniper
Place with Cygnet Distillery
• Option to buy a bottle of Cygnet gin at the discounted price of £31.50 (10% off)
Masterclass time ~ 2 hours (approx)
Price per person ~ £37

The Cygnet Experience
Have a guided tour of Cygnet Distillery at 1, York Street Swansea.
Get taken through the Cygnet Gin making process and shown everything, from how
the mixing, blending & bottling process works, to how Cygnet gets on the shelves.
• Escorted in to Juniper Place, the restaurant next door
to the distillery and home of Cygnet Gin
Dine from your choice of 2 course lunch / dinner or
Afternoon Tea menu
• Guided Gin tasting with Master Distiller where you’ll
taste three gins and a gin cocktail (to see how the gin
applies itself for a great tasting cocktail)
‘Get to know the botanicals’
You’ll get up close and personal
with all of the botanicals used in Cygnet Gin. You’ll smell, touch
and learn about them with a small (and lighthearted) quiz to test
your knowledge on the Distillery tour and Cygnet Botanicals
• Named certificate marking the completion of the Cygnet Experience at Juniper
Place with Cygnet Distillery PLUS a Cygnet Branded Balloon Gin Glass
• Option to buy a bottle of Cygnet gin at the discounted price of £28 (20% off)
Masterclass time ~ 3 hours (approx)
Price per person ~ £60 .

The Cygneture Experience
You'll have a guided tour of Cygnet Distillery; taken through the Cygnet Gin
making process and shown everything, from how the mixing, blending &
bottling process works, to how Cygnet gets on the shelves.
• Escorted into Juniper Place, the restaurant next door to the distillery and
home of Cygnet Gin
• 3 Course Lunch / Dinner / Afternoon tea
• Guided Gin tasting with Master Distiller where you taste
three gins and a cocktail (to see how the gin applies itself for a
great tasting cocktail)
• ‘Get to know the botanicals’ ~ You’ll get up close and personal
with all of the botanicals used in Cygnet Gin. You’ll smell,
touch and learn about them with a small (and lighthearted) quiz
to test your knowledge on the Distillery tour and Cygnet Botanicals
• You’ll learn how to make a Cygnet Gin Perfect Serve Cocktail from scratch
• ‘Make & Create’ ~ You’ll then choose your very own combination of
botanicals & create your very own Gin here at Cygnet Distillery & Juniper
Place. You'll get to take a 70cl bottle of your creation away with you on the
day which you will sign yourself • Bottle of Gin - included.
• Certificate marking the completion of the Cygnet Masterclass at Juniper
Place with Cygnet Distillery
Experience Time ~ 3 - 3.5 hours (approx)
Price per person ~£90

